
RBT X-40 Pull Back



Left Side 3d View

Right Side 3d View



                                 Building Tips

     - Read the full instruction set before starting project

     - Use wood glue for all glued parts

     - Test fit all parts before gluing

     - Allow glue to fully set between building steps

     - Small binder clips can be used to clamp parts

       together while glue is drying

     - Sand all moving parts before final assembly

     - Have fun and enjoy building your new project



1. Carefully remove all of the shaded part from the sheet layouts

      *Note you may need to a sharp razor to free some parts where

        the laser did not fully cut through

Laser Cut Layout



Upper Slide

2. Glue Upper slide plates together in order shown.

Sand both side of trigger below dotted line after glue has set,

remove enough material to allow trigger to move freely inside lower frame.

- Tip: Use Toothpicks as alignment pin to help secure parts.

Alignment Pins

* Cut the provided toothpicks in

  half to create your alignment pins.

  Trim and sand pins flush after the

  glue has dried.

Sand both sides of

trigger below this line



3. Glue Lower Frame plates together in order shown

- Tip: Use Toothpicks as alignment pin to help secure parts.

- Tip: Do not attach the grips at this time, your frame will need

   to be sanded on both side to fit inside the upper slide.

Lower Frame

Alignment Pins

* Cut the provided toothpicks in

  half to create your alignment pins.

  Trim and sand pins flush after the

  glue has dried.

Careful! Do not apply glue to this area.

It will cause interference with the

trigger



4. Place a 6in piece of masking tape to both sides

    of lower frame as shown. This will act as a spacer

    for the final assembly of the upper slide

Lower Frame

Final Upper Slide Assembly

Apply glue to side of upper section

and place inside lower frame,

Do Not to glue Slide to

lower frame it

must remain separate for

the gun to

fuction



Star Wheel

5. Glue Star plates together in order shown

    - Tip: Use a section of the 1/8" Dowel rod

       help align parts.

Wheel Installation

Cut a 1" Lg. X 1/8" Dia. dowel for

Wheel pin

Use toothpick pins to help align parts

- Cut and sand flush when glue is dried



Upper Slide Assembly

Lower Frame Assembly

Sand both sides of lower frame to allow

upper slide to move freely when assembled



Final Step:

Secure Slide to frame with

(2) 1/8" Dia. Dowel pins

- Cut and sand flush

 Internal View

Once you have everything sanded in you will

need to attach a small rubber band between upper

slide and lower frame as shown to complete the build



Finished X-40 Pull Back
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